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Abstract

Motion planning for autonomous heavy vehicles has been an intensively
studied topic during the last years. In particular, real-world applicable motion
planning schemes for truck-trailer systems have emerged and several
continuous-curvature local planners for nonholonomic vehicles have been
conceived. In this thesis, it has been studied whether it is possible to combine
these results in nonholonomic motion planning to improve the efficiency of the
current planning methods when planning paths for parking single-trailer
truck-trailer systems in spatially constrained environments. As a part of this
undertaking, a local planner for single-trailer truck-trailer systems has been
developed and a comparison of the performance of different distance functions
used within an RRT-planner has been made. The resulting planner was
evaluated in environments with narrow passages and tight parking spaces
present and the results show that the performance of the current state-of-the-art
RRT-based planning methods for articulated systems can be improved in
cramped environments by adding an exact local planner. Furthermore, it was
discovered that heuristic lookup tables are superior to other distance functions
when used within the nearest neighbor search of an RRT-based motion planning
algorithm for truck-trailer systems.
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Sammanfattning

Banplanering för autonoma lastbilar har varit ett ämne som studerats intensivt
under de senaste åren. Mer specifikt har banplaneringslösningar för
lastbil-släpvagnssystem utveckats och ett flertal lokala planerare som
producerar banor med kontinuerlig krökning har tagits fram. I det här
examensarbetet har det undersökts om det är möjligt att kombinera dessa
resultat inom icke-holonom banplanering för att förbättra prestandan hos de
existerande banplaneringsmetoderna när en parkeringsmanöver för en lastbil
med släpvagn ska planeras i ett trångt parkeringsutrymme. Som en del av
arbetet med att undersöka detta togs en lokal planerare för enaxliga
släpvagnssystem fram och det genomfördes även en undersökning av hur
RRT-planerarens prestanda påverkas av vilken distansfunktion som valts. Den
resulterande banplaneraren har testats på planeringsproblem innehållandes
smala passager samt trånga parkeringsplatser och resultaten visar att
prestandan hos de bästa inom literaturen kända RRT-planeringsalgoritmerna för
fordon med släpvagnar kan förbättras i trånga miljöer genom tillägg av en exakt
lokal planerare. Dessutom framkom det att uppslagstabellsbaserade
avståndsfunktioner leder till bättre prestanda än andra avståndsfunktioner när
dessa används inom en RRT-planerares närmaste-granne-sökning.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The dream of autonomous vehicles on our roads have long been in the minds of
both the public and researchers alike, promising improvements in road safety
due to the elimination of the human factor in accidents, increased vehicle
utilization and quality of life for humans who can free up the time spent driving
for more rewarding tasks. It is therefore not surprising that autonomous vehicles
have been an active area of research both within in academia and industry for
several decades now, with major advances being seen during the last decade.
Although the public perception of autonomous vehicles is largely restricted to
autonomous passenger cars, there are numerous industrial applications of
heavy-duty vehicles that can be automated without the technical, legal and
ethical challenges of automated driving on public roads. These applications thus
have a potential of being realized earlier than most use cases for passenger cars.

A typical example of such an industrial application is automated parking of
trailers, which can be used in enclosed environments with low or controlled
pedestrian presence. Environments with such properties include warehouses,
factories and mines. The case of reverse parking of trailers in tight parking spots
is a particularly interesting problem to study as it is one of the most challenging
manoeuvres that human drivers perform while also being a relatively frequent
task. The problem of autonomously parking a trailer can be decomposed into
the sub-problems of localizing the truck-trailer system relative to the
environment, perceiving any changes to the environment that would affect the
parking manoeuvre, planning a path from a given start state to a desired end
state and actually executing the planned path and returning to it to the path in
case of any deviations.

Solving this problem has vast economical implications, as parts of logistic
centers and factories that are run by crews of human drivers could be
automated. This would eliminate the need for a lot of manual labor, saving costs
for the company operating the facility the truck is driving in, which in the long
run might make products and services for consumers cheaper. Since

1
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autonomous trucks can be made smaller and lighter than normal trucks due to
the removal of the driver cabin, the trucks also save fuel and space, further
reducing the costs and reducing emissions. The flip side can be seen through the
macro-economical and ethical perspective, in which one has to consider the
large amount of truck drivers that might end up unemployed through the
introduction of such an automated parking system. To which extent these
workers will be able to get other jobs through the ongoing process of
digitalization and automatization of society is currently a topic of heated debate.

From a sustainability perspective, autonomous trailer parking systems could
have a small but positive impact on the emissions of an industrial facility through
the above-mentioned fuel savings due to the smaller size and lower weight of the
trucks as well as through more optimal movement in case the automated parking
system is using fuel-optimal paths.

1.1 Problem Statement

This thesis will limit itself to the third aspect of the autonomous parking task
described in the introduction above, namely the planning of a collision-free path
in cramped environments that can be executed by a truck pulling a trailer.
Specifically, it restricts itself to low-speed scenarios as one typically moves
slowly enough during parking for any dynamical effects on the steering to be
negligible. For the same reason, the environment will be assumed to be static
and fully known, as a perception module would have plenty of time to
determine if any other slow-moving vehicles are moving within the parking
area. Should a vehicle move into a planned trajectory, the slow movement also
means that the system could break virtually instantaneously and then replan the
path to the goal. The problem that will be studied in this thesis is if the
algorithmic performance of the methods developed for the similar problem of
planning paths in more open environments for trucks with dollys and trailers,
i.e. doubly hitched truck-trailer systems, can be improved in the case of
planning for the single-trailer system in tight spaces. The open part of the
question is thus how much of the performance of the existing solutions is
transferable to the case of a single trailer operating in cramped spaces and if the
properties of the single-trailer truck-trailer system allows for faster planning
than for the two-trailer case.

More formally stated, the problem studied in this thesis is to determine whether
the efficiency of existing motion planning algorithms for truck-trailer systems can be
improved upon when planning kinematically feasible low-speed manoeuvres for single
truck-trailer systems in static and spatially constrained environments.
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1.2 Thesis Outline

This thesis report is structured as follows.

• Chapter 1 introduces the topic, problem statement and structure of the
thesis.

• In Chapter 2, the background material as well as an overview of the related
work in the literature is presented.

• Chapter 3 describes the different steering methods used in the thesis.

• Chapter 4 gives a detailed description of the RRT-planners and the distance
functions used by the planners.

• The evaluation of the method described in the preceding chapters and the
results thereof are presented in Chapter 5.

• Finally, the thesis is ended by the conclusions in Chapter 6.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter will cover the background for the coming chapters as well as give
an overview of previously conducted research within the field.

2.1 Mathematical Models of Truck-Trailer Systems

There are multiple truck-trailer systems of varying complexity, ranging from a
single trailer hitched on the rear axle of the pulling vehicle to complex chained
systems of multiple trailers such as the luggage carts seen at airports. The most
obvious parameter for a trailer system is the number of trailers. A trailer system is
designated by the number of trailers, so an n-trailer system has one truck pulling
n trailers.

Apart from the number of trailers, one also generally differentiates between
simple and general hitching, where simple hitching is when the trailer is hitched
to the center of the rear axle of the vehicle pulling it. General hitching on the
other hand is when the trailer is hitched at some distance away from the center of
the rear axle along the longitudinal axis of the vehicle. This thesis will generally
restrict itself to the simple case, but the methods developed here can be extended
to the general case so it is worth distinguishing it from the simple case to aid the
discussion in the coming chapters.

When modelling a truck and trailer system, there is also a choice to be made
on which level of detail one chooses to model the dynamics of the system. The
simplest model is the so-called kinematic unicycle model where each pair of
wheels are replaced by a single idealized wheel which rolls freely in the
direction it is pointing in [20]. There are also dynamic models of vehicles in
which the derivative of the vehicle state is computed using Newton’s second
law through the application of tire force models on each of the wheels. Although
dynamic models are more accurate and are able to correctly model behavior
such as understeering, they are far more complicated than kinematic models.

4
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Furthermore, the dynamic models do not provide any major benefit in
low-speed scenarios and are even problematic when considering cases where a
vehicle stops as dynamic models become singular when the longitudinal speed
approaches zero [15]. Therefore only kinematic models will be considered in this
thesis.

2.1.1 The Kinematic Simple 1-Trailer System

The kinematic simple 1-trailer system, shown in Figure 2.1, is a relatively simple
mathematical truck-trailer system model, consisting of a truck pulling a single
trailer hitched to the center of the rear axle of the truck. It has the state and input
vectors

x =


x
y
θ

α

 , u =

[
v
φ

]
(2.1)

where (x, y) ∈ R2 are the coordinates of the rear axle of the truck, θ ∈ [−π, π) is
the orientation of the truck and α ∈ [−αmax, αmax] is the hitch angle of the trailer,
which is defined as α = θt − θ, i.e. the hitch angle is given by the difference
between the truck and the trailer headings. The input consists of the velocity
v ∈ R and the steering angle φ ∈ [−φmax, φmax]. As it is impossible to
instantaneously change the speed of a truck or the steering angle of a real-world
truck, the choice of these input variables might seem somewhat unrealistic.
However, in many cases, including the low-speed parking scenarios examined
in this thesis, velocities never exceed speeds that require the acceleration time to
be considered.

Moving on to the dynamics of the system, the truck and the trailer are both
modeled by the kinematic bicycle model, i.e. all pair of wheels are modeled as
unicycles that are all rolling without slipping in their forward direction. The
direction of the front wheels of the truck is given by the steering input angle φ

and the steering angle of the trailer is given by the negative hitch angle −α. This
makes the 1-trailer system obey the differential equation [31]

ẋ(x, u) =


v cos(θ)
v sin(θ)

(v/l) tan(φ)
−v(sin(α)/lt + tan(φ)/l)

 , (2.2)

where l is the wheelbase of the truck and lt the hitch length of the trailer as seen
in Figure 2.1.
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φ

(x, y)
•

θ

α
l

lt

Figure 2.1: The simple 1-trailer system, all angles are shown in their positive
directions.
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Time Independent Form

Due to the special form of equation 2.2 where v only appears as a multiplicative
factor, the system can be rewritten on a time-independent form using the chain
rule

ẋ =
∂x
∂s

ṡ =
∂x
∂s
|v| = v

v̄
x′ (2.3)

where ′ denotes derivation with respect to the arc length s and v̄ = sign(v) is the
driving direction. The differential equation from equation 2.2 can thus be written
as

x′(x, u) = v̄


cos(θ)
sin(θ)

tan(φ)/l
−(sin(α)/lt + tan(φ)/l)

 . (2.4)

This form along with the assumption of a completely static environment allows
for planning a time-independent path instead of a trajectory from xs to xg. A
time-dependent trajectory can be obtained from the path by assigning a velocity
profile ṡ(s) to the path, for example using the jerk-optimal profile derived by
Holmer [12].

Time Reversibility

As shown by Holmer in [12], a trajectory p(t) = (x(t), u(t)) for a system on the
form ẋ = u1f(x, u2, . . . , un) where u = (u1, . . . , un)T can be reversed by applying
the input uR(t) = (−u1(T − t), u2(T − t), . . . , un(T − t))T to the state
xR(t) = x(T − t). As the simple 1-trailer system satisfies this requirement, it can
be reversed.

2.2 Sampling-Based Motion Planning

As presented in [20], the motion planning problem for a nonholonomic system
can be stated as the problem of finding an action trajectory
u(t) : [0, ∞) → U, U ⊆ Rm such that x(0) = xs, x(tg) = xg and
x(t) ∈ C f ree ∀t ∈ [0, tg], where xs is the start configuration, xg the goal
configuration, tg the time the goal state is reached, C f ree the collision free part of
the configuration space and x(t) is obtained from u(t) by

x(t) = xs +
∫ t

0
ẋ(x(τ), u(τ))dτ. (2.5)

Using the time independent form presented above, this can be reformulated as a
path construction problem in which a time independent path p(s) = (x(s), u(s))
should be constructed instead of a time dependent trajectory.
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As one often is interested in not only finding any path to the goal but a, in
some sense, good path to the goal, the motion planning problem can be extended
by formulating it as an optimization problem

Minimize
∫ sg

0
C(x(s), u(s))ds, (2.6)

subject to x′(s) = x′(x(s), u(s)),
x(s) ∈ C f ree,

x(0) = xs,
x(sg) = xg.

where C(x, u) is some cost function. No matter if formulated as an optimization
problem or not, the motion planning problem is known to be PSPACE-hard [20].
As solving the problem exactly using a deterministic algorithm is prohibitively
expensive, one has to turn to sampling-based approaches to find a trajectory.
These methods sacrifices optimally and completeness in return for lower
time-complexity and thus shorter running times. There are two main
approaches to construct a sampling-based planner: regularly-spaced lattice
sampling and random state sampling. These are described in more detail below.

Lattice-based Sampling

The state-lattice approach discretizes the continuous nonholonomic motion
planning problem to a discrete planning problem that can be solved using graph
search algorithms such as A*. It can be seen as an adaptation of the grid-based
motion planning methods suitable for holonomic motion planning to the
nonholonomic case. In essence, the difference lies the expansion of the nodes
during the search; instead of adding all spatial neighbors of a node to the open
set, a set of motion primitives that take the system from one lattice state to
another state, which does not necessarily have to be spatially close to the
expanded set, is used. Constructing such a set that avoids a prohibitively high
branching factor that does not limit the manoeuvrability of the system is highly
challenging [20]. An alternative is to use hybrid A*, in which the system is not
constrained to move to the center points of the lattice cells, but instead moves
along trajectories obtained through forward simulations of the system given
some set of sampled inputs. A graph search problem is then obtained by
imposing a lattice on the workspace and storing the state with the shortest path
to it in each grid cell [5]. No matter which lattice-based method is used, they all
have the downside of not being able to exactly reach a given goal state, which
requires the obtained path to be modified using either some optimization
algorithm or a local planner.
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Random State Sampling

The random state sampling approach was originally introduced in the
Probabilistic Road Maps (PRM) algorithm, in which a search graph is built in a
construction phase before any planning quarries can be processed. The graph is
constructed by sampling states and connecting them using a steering method
combined with a collision checker that adds the collision free paths to the graph.
The graph can then be used in the second query step to answer motion planning
queries by using regular graph searching techniques [14]. A single-query
planner algorithm similar to the PRM algorithm outlined above is the
Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) algorithm, which instead of building a
roadmap in a separate preprocessing step builds a search tree in a single step at
query time. As this method is of great importance to this thesis, it is described in
greater detail in the following section.

2.2.1 Rapidly-exploring Random Tree

Ever since the introduction of the RRT algorithm by LaValle [21], it has been a
cornerstone of single-query motion planners for nonholonomic systems. The
original RRT algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. The algorithm is composed
of several sub-procedures that can be extended and adapted to various
situations, giving rise to the large amount of RRT-variants found in the
literature. The purpose and the possible modifications of these functions are
briefly described below

• SampleConfiguration() samples a random configuration uniformly from
the configuration space C. Possible modifications include to only sample
configurations in free space or to retract samples which are sampled inside
obstacles to the nearest free space configuration, which improves the
performance of the RRT-algorithm in narrow passages [22].

• Steer() constructs a path from the start state that extends ε units towards
the goal state. For nonholonomic systems without known shortest paths,
this often means that a boundary value problem needs to be solved for each
invocation of Steer() [20]. A method for solving this problem is called a
steering method.

• Nearest() finds the nearest configuration in the tree to the sampled
configuration. As using the steering method to calculate the distance
between two states is prohibitively expensive when planning under
nonholonomic constraints, some sort of heuristic distance function is
typically used. One way to reduce the performance dependence on the
distance function is to use Resolution-Complete RRT (RC-RRT), in which
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Function Extend(T, xnear, xrand,O, ε)
// Steer ε units from xnear towards xrand
p, xnew := Steer(xnear, xrand, ε)
if IsCollisionFree(p, O) then

// Add xnew to T
T := Append(T, xnew, p)
Return SUCCESS

end
Return FAILURE

end
Function RRT(xs,O, Ni, ε)

T := InitializeTree(xs)
for i := 1, . . . , Ni do

xrand := SampleConfiguration(O)
xnear := Nearest(T, xrand)
Extend(T, xnear, xrand,O, ε)

end
Return T

end
Algorithm 1: The Standard RRT Algorithm. The input to the RRT-function
consists of a start state xs, a a set of obstacles O, the maximum number of
iterations Ni and the extension distance ε [21].

states that are hard to expand become less likely to be expanded after each
failed expansion from those states [3].

• Extend() tries to extend the tree ε units towards a newly sampled
configuration. A common modification is to replace Extend() by the more
greedy Connect() function described in Algorithm 2, yeilding a version of
RRT called RRT-Connect. It makes an RRT planner reach its goal much
quicker in open environments [17].

Planning a Path using RRT

As the original RRT algorithm does not actually plan a path at all, it has to be
modified to actually solve planning queries. The perhaps most simple method is
to provide a goal set Xg, which is used to terminate the algorithm when a state
within it is reached. When using a fixed goal state, a common approach is to
bias the tree growth towards goal state by trying to connect the tree with the goal
state instead of a random state with a probability p and terminating the algorithm
once a successful connection to the goal has been made [3]. Once the algorithm
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Function Connect(T, xnear, xrand,O, ε)
p, xnew := Steer(xnear, xrand, ∞)
s := 0
newNodes = {}
while s < Length(p) do

pε, xε := GetPartOfPath(p, s, s + ε)
if IsCollisionFree(pε, O) then

T := Append(T, xε, pε)
newNodes := newNodes ∪{xε}

else
if s > 0 then

Return ADVANCED, newNodes
else

Return FAILURE, newNodes
end

end
s := s + ε

end
Return SUCCESS, newNodes

end
Algorithm 2: The Connect-function in RRT-Connect. The function continues to
expand the path towards the goal state until the vehicle either reaches the goal
or hits an obstacle [17].

has been terminated and a goal node has been found, the path to the goal can be
built by following the parent references from the goal node back to the root node,
which corresponds to the start configuration, of the search tree and reversing the
path.

2.2.2 Closed-Loop RRT

Closed-Loop-RRT (CL-RRT) was introduced as a way to increase the efficiency
of an RRT-planner when working on autonomous vehicles subjected to
differential constraints [18]. The CL-RRT algorithm is based on the idea that it is
not really important to reach a sampled configuration exactly, which allows the
boundary problem in the Steer()-function to be avoided by replacing it with
forward simulations of the closed-loop stable system obtained by equipping the
underlying system with some controller that steers the system towards the
target configuration without necessarily reaching it.
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2.2.3 Bidirectional RRT

Bidirectional RRT was already introduced in the very first RRT-paper [16] as a
means of overcoming the shortcomings of RRT when dealing with so-called bug
traps, i.e. planning problems which are significantly easier to solve in one
direction than in the other. An example of such a situation that is of relevance to
this thesis would be reverse parking in a tight parking spot; it is much easier to
plan a path from the parking spot to a point somewhere on the street outside the
parking spot than in the opposite direction. Bidirectional RRT-solves this by
building two trees, one starting at the start configuration and the other one
starting at the goal configuration. Instead of constructing a path by trying to
reach a goal set or some goal configuration, the bidirectional RRT tries to
connect the search trees. Obviously, this requires that the differential constraints
of the system are time-reversible, i.e. given a reverse trajectory pr(t) from xg to
xs, it is possible to efficiently construct a forward trajectory p f (t) from xs to xg.

As the paths produced by the unidirectional planners also can be reversed,
simple bug-trap scenarios can be solved by simply swapping the start and goal
configurations when using a unidirectional planners described above and
reversing the obtained path. This of course requires some a priori knowledge of
the planning problem and the more complicated case of a double bug-trap can
only be efficiently solved by a bidirectional planner. The downside of
bidirectional RRT planners is that the nearest neighbor evaluation takes
considerably more time; in the standard RRT algorithm, the search has the time
complexity O(|T|), where |T| denotes the number of nodes in the search tree.
When connecting the nodes in the bidirectional RRT, the complexity is
O(|Ta||Tb|). As the trees are balanced, it follows that |Ta| ≈ |Tb| ≈ |T|/2, as
|T| ≈ |Ta|+ |Tb|. This implies that the bidirectional nearest neighbor search has
the complexity O(|T|2). Since the other operations in the RRT-algorithm are
constant time with respect to the number of nodes in the tree, this operation will
dominate the time consumption for problems which require a large number of
expansions to be solved.

2.3 Related Work

Apart from the work on the general motion planning techniques described
above, there has also been a considerable amount of work published on the
subject of motion planning for autonomous truck-trailer systems. The research
into motion planning for such systems goes back to the early 90s when the
concept of differential flatness was introduced [9], which resulted in an
open-loop controller for the simple and general 1-trailer systems developed by
Rouchon et al. [31]. This inspired Tilbury et al. to develop a local planning
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method for simple n-trailer systems based on the related Goursat normal form
[33], but it did not consider state and input constraints. Around the same time, a
local planner for the simple 1-trailer system based on an exact solution to
equation 2.2 for piece-wise constant inputs was designed by Švetska and
Vleugels [32]. It is based on connecting sequences of path elements, i.e. stretches
with constant inputs, to form a complete path.

2.3.1 Recent Work on Motion Planning for Truck-Trailer
Systems

More recent work comes from Evestedt et al., which has been focused on
automatic control and motion planning for general 2-trailer systems. Their work
has resulted in a gain-scheduled linear quadratic controller for lateral control of
reversing general 2-trailer systems [7], an RRT-based motion planner for 2-trailer
systems [8] and a lattice-based motion planner for 2-trailer systems [23]. The
planner presented in the second paper is applying the CL-RRT method to
truck-truck systems using the controller published in the first paper for stable
reversing, resulting in a relatively fast planner suitable for parking scenarios
where optimal paths are not important. They also speculated in that the
performance of the algorithm could be improved using a local planner, but that
no satisfactory local planning method could be constructed due to the
non-flatness of the general 2-trailer system. Their method was adapted to
full-scale trucks in Holmer’s master thesis [12], where the inability of the
CL-RRT method to reach an exact goal configuration was solved by adding a
post processing optimization step using a numerical direct multiple-shooting
method. The lattice-based method presented in the third paper does not suffer
from the drawbacks of the RRT-planner in that it is not randomized and
resolution optimal. This comes at the expense of not using the full maneuvering
capabilities of the truck and an inability to reach configurations that does not fit
into the lattice.

An approach similar to the one used by Holmer was presented by Zips et al.
[34], who used a two-phase method for motion planning for the general 2-trailer
system. The first step consisted of using a planner based on forward simulation
towards random samples to find a path that approximately reaches the goal
configuration. This step was then followed by a numerical optimal control
solver that iteratively optimized the path. Their method showed performance
comparable to the one obtained by Evestedt et al.

There has also been a recent series of master’s theses written at KTH that has
focused on motion planning for small-scale models of 1-trailer systems. These
have in general been quite comprehensive in nature and not been restricted to
motion planning. Among other things, Oliveira [27] studied variations of RRT
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based on input-sampling and forward simulations for planning of forward
motions of the 1-trailer system. A similar work was produced by Elhassan [6]
where an input-sampling RRT was combined with a Dubins path based goal
connection method to enable reversing path planning that can exactly reach a
given pose. Although simple and fast, using Dubins curves for connecting states
produces paths that violates the constraints of the system since it ignores the
motion of either the truck or the trailer. This leads to large control errors when a
controller is following the path, making an expansion of the obstacles necessary
to avoid collisions.

2.3.2 Recent Work on Local Planning for Truck-Trailer
Systems

Apart from the early local planners presented above, there has been some
additional work done on local planning for tractor-trailer systems. On the
theoretical side, attempts have been made to find the optimal paths for
truck-trailer systems. But so far, no optimal solution has been found to the local
motion planning problem for any truck-trailer system, not even for the simple
1-trailer system [4].

On the practical side, the simple and general 1-trailer systems have the
advantage of being differentially flat, which forms the foundation of the local
planning method presented in [10], which is an optimization-based method that
can connect two states of the simple 1-trailer system by optimizing the path of
the trailer. Although the method sounds promising, the run times reported are
on the order of several seconds for a single query on a modern desktop
computer. Even a heuristic version which only requires optimization of two
parameters had run times over a second and this is without any guarantees of
actually finding a feasible path as the path might exceed the steering angle
constraint. As the differential flatness turns the motion planning problem of a
truck-trailer system into a problem of connecting two points with given
orientations and curvatures with a curve subjected to curvature and sharpness
constraints, other - possibly faster - methods for constrained curvature and
sharpness planning can be used.

One such method which is also relatively similar to the above mentioned
optimization-based method is the cubic polynomial optimization method
described by Nagy and Kelly [26], which can relatively quickly1 find a cubic
curvature polynomial to solve a motion planning problem. However, the
method was only evaluated for relatively simple forward motions on a quite
small scale so it might perform worse for more general motion planning

1The authors claim to have average run times on the order of one hundredth of a second on a
2001 desktop computer.
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problems. Just like the previously mentioned method, it also does not guarantee
that the obtained solution fulfills all constraints.

As the optimization-based techniques described above cannot guarantee to
fulfill the constraints of the system when connecting two configurations, it is
also interesting to study heuristic local planners that respect the constraints by
construction. One such planner is the local planner described by Oliveira et al.
[28], which constructs paths by replacing the circular turns of a CSC-path in a
Dubins curve by so-called sharpness continuous turns. As the name implies,
these curves are continuous in sharpness and thus also in curvature. Although
they do not consider the case where path starts with non-zero curvature, they at
least mention that the method can be extended to such cases. However, their
method does not account for cases where the start and goal configurations are
too close for a CSC-path to exist. Furthermore, their method severely limits the
maneuverability of the system in cases where the curvature constraint is not
very limiting as it requires each turn to end on a circle of a fixed radius, which is
very wasteful for turns with low deflection. Both of these problems do not exist
in the similar method presented by Parlangeli et al. in [29], which instead of
restricting the curves to cases where a solution can be obtained by closed-form
expressions tries to numerically obtain solutions by adjusting the parameters of
the turns placed at the start and the points until a match is found. The downside
of this approach is that it is computationally more expensive, although
Parlangeli et al. still reported their method to finish “virtually instantaneously”.



Chapter 3

Steering Methods

In this chapter, the steering methods for the simple 1-trailer system used in this
thesis are constructed and motivated based on the related methods found in the
literature. A steering method is in this context a method for bringing a system
to, or at least in the vicinity of, a target state while not considering any possible
collisions with obstacles. As mentioned in the previous chapter, such methods
are of great importance for nonholonomic RRT-planners as they somehow need
to connect the states of their search trees with sampled states.

The steering methods designed in this chapter are of two kinds: the first is an
exact local planner which constructs a path starting at a start state and exactly
reaching a goal state and the second is a closed-loop steering method that will
bring the system to the vicinity of the goal state.

3.1 Exact Local Planning

As there are no known optimal solutions to the local planning boundary value
problem for simple 1-trailer systems, it has to be solved either numerically or
using some heuristic. The general optimal control methods that are suitable for
solving such boundary problems, e.g. the direct shooting method used by
Holmer [12], are prohibitively computationally expensive for a local planner
used by an RRT-planner.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, a major simplification of working with the
1-trailer system when compared to e.g. 2-trailer systems is that the simple
1-trailer system is differentially flat. This allows for transforming the local
planning problem for the 1-trailer system to the geometrical problem of
connecting the so-called flat points of the system at the start and goal states with
a smooth curve subjected to constraints on curvature and sharpness, i.e. the
derivative of curvature with respect to arc length. As the method presented in
this section is based on this idea, the presentation of the method will start with a

16
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description of how this transformation works. The section then continues with a
motivation and description of the method for constructing such a curve.

3.1.1 Transforming the Local Motion Planning Problem using
Differential Flatness

A differentially flat system has the property that the inputs and the outputs of the
system, in this case the simple 1-trailer system, can be expressed as functions only
dependent on coordinates of a single point and its derivatives, which is called the
flat point [9]. This reduces the steering problem for that system to constructing
a smooth curve that connect the flat points of the start and goal states. In the
case of the simple 1-trailer system, the flat output is the position of the center of
the rear axle of the trailer [31], so the state space can be changed from (x, y, θ, α)
to (x f , y f , θ f , κ f ) where the index f stands for the flat point. The local planning
boundary problem then becomes

Minimize
∫ s f ,g

0
C(x f (s f ))ds f , (3.1)

subject to |φ(x f (s f ), x′f (s f ), x′′f (s f ), x′′′f (s f ))| < φmax,

x f (0) = x f ,0,

x f (sg) = x f ,g

where C(x f (s)) is some cost function, φ is the steering angle of the truck and x f
is the flat state vector

x f =


x f
y f
θ f
κ f

 .

The flat state vector components are the Cartesian position (x f , y f ) of the trailer
rear axle center, the heading of the trailer θ f = atan2(y′f , x′f ) and the signed
curvature of the trailer path

κ f =
x′f y′′f − x′′f y′f
(x′f

2 + y′f
2)3/2 . (3.2)

As is clear from the formulas just presented, the flat state vector is only dependent
on the flat point (x f , y f ) and its derivatives with respect to arc length.

In the case of the 1-trailer system, the flat system state can be obtained from
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the system state by

x f =


x− lt cos(θ + α)
y− lt sin(θ + α)

θ + α

− tan(α)/lt

 (3.3)

where the upper three elements of the vector are obtained through geometrical
observations in Figure 2.1 and the last one is obtained by observing that the trailer
can be seen as a car-like vehicle obeying the kinematic unicycle model with the
steering angle φ f = −α. Using the derivative of orientation from equation 2.4
re-written using the definition of curvature as

θ′ = κ = v̄
tan(φ)

l
(3.4)

this observation gives the trailer curvature κ f = − tan(α)/lt. Equation 3.3 can be
inverted, resulting in that the system state can be obtained from the flat state by

x =


x f + lt cos θ f
y f + lt sin θ f

θ f + arctan(ltκ f )
− arctan(ltκ f )

 . (3.5)

Together, equation 3.3 and equation 3.5 allow for planning a path purely
geometrically using the flat form of the boundary value problem and then
obtaining a path for the 1-trailer system using equation 3.5.

Steering Angle Constraint

In order to ensure that a path planned in the flat state space does not violate the
steering angle constraint, one has to express the steering angle as a function of
the flat state variables. This can be done by differentiating the expression for κ

with respect to arc length

σ =
∂κ

∂s
=

∂

∂s
(− tan(α)/lt) =

1
lt cos2(α)

(sin(α)/lt + tan(φ)/l)⇔

φ = arctan

 l√
1 + l2

t κ2

(
κ +

lt
1 + l2

t κ2
σ

) . (3.6)

The constraint on κ and σ in equation 3.1 can thus be expressed as∣∣∣∣∣∣ l√
1 + l2

t κ2

(
κ +

lt
1 + l2

t κ2
σ

)∣∣∣∣∣∣ < tan(φmax). (3.7)
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This inequality is plotted in Figure 3.1, which shows that it is possible to simplify
the steering angle constraint in equation 3.1 to the form (κ f , σf ) ∈ [−κmax, κmax]×
[−σmax, σmax], where κmax is computed from the maximum hitch angle constraint
as

κmax =
tan(αmax)

lt
(3.8)

and σmax is given by the minimum absolute value of the border in Figure 3.1.
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Steering Angle Constraint on
 Curvature and Sharpness of Trailer Path

Figure 3.1: The path constraint inequality for a 1-trailer system with the
parameters l = 3.6 m, lt = 12.036 m, φmax = 0.55 rad. The area where the
inequality is fulfilled is marked with blue. The black box marks the region formed
by (κ, σ) ∈ [−κmax, κmax]× [−σmax, σmax].

3.1.2 Exact Path Planning between Geometrical
Configurations

With the transformation to the flat state established, a method for connecting the
flat states of the start and goal state remains to be constructed. As mentioned in
Chapter 2, there is an optimization-based numerical method for solving this
problem proposed by Ghilardelli et al. [10], but it is too slow to be used by an
RRT-planner. The similar method presented by Nagy and Kelly [26] showed
good performance in the cases they tested, but it only achieves such
performance when good initial guesses are available, requiring a high-resolution
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table with path parameters. Since the construction and use of such a
high-resolution table would be very time and memory consuming, the method
is difficult to scale up to the scale of the motion planning problems considered in
this thesis. Furthermore, it is not trivial to add changes of direction to the
optimization-based methods, which are necessary to complete the parking
manoeuvres considered in this thesis. Thus, the most promising option is to use
a heuristic path construction method for local planning. For this thesis, a
method based on the method presented by Parlangeli et al. [29] is used, but
modified to use the curvature profile from [28] as it is easier to adapt to the case
when the initial or the end curvature is not zero, which Parlangeli et al. did not
consider. The method will be presented below, starting with a description of
continuous sharpness turns, then moving on to how these turns are combined to
form paths.

Continuous Sharpness Turn

Continuous Sharpness Turns were introduced in [28] and are turns where the
basic element consists of path segments with a curvature profile on the form
κ(s) = a3s3 + a2s2 + a1s + a0. A third order polynomial is used as it is the lowest
order polynomial that allows for boundary conditions both in κ and in
σ = ∂κ/∂s, which are needed to produce a path that have continuous hitch and
steering angles. The coefficients a0, a1, a2 and a3 are found by solving the
equations

κ(0) = ki, κ(s f ) = k f , σ(0) = 0, σ(s f ) = 0,

where s f is the length of the turn. Using σ(s) = 3a3s2 + 2a2s+ a1, these conditions
give

κ(s) = −2(κ f − κi)(s/s f )
3 + 3(κ f − κi)(s/s f )

2 + κi, (3.9)

σ(s) = −6
κ f − κi

s f
(s/s f )

2 + 6
κ f − κi

s f
(s/s f ). (3.10)

As the sharpness needs to be limited to σmax, one has

σmax = max
s∈[0,s f ]

|σ(s)| = |σ(s f /2)| = 3
2
|κ f − κi|

s f
, (3.11)

which results in the segment length s f =
3
2
|κ f−κi|

σmax
. The change in orientation from

the start of the segment to a given point on the segment is given by

∆θ(s) =
∫ s

0
κ(ζ)dζ =

(
−
(κ f − κi)s3/s3

f

2
+ (κ f − κi)s2/s2

f + κi

)
s (3.12)
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which gives the change in orientation at the end of the segment

∆θ(s f ) =
3
2
|κ f − κi|

σmax

(
(κ f − κi)

2
+ κi

)
. (3.13)

Solving this equation for κ f finally gives

κ f =

√
κ2

i +
4σmax

3
∆θ (3.14)

which makes the curvature profile of the segment completely defined by ∆θ, κi
and σmax. With the curvature determined, the Cartesian coordinates of the
segment are obtained from the heading by

x(s) = xi +
∫ s

0
cos(θi + ∆θ(ζ))dζ (3.15)

y(s) = yi +
∫ s

0
sin(θi + ∆θ(ζ))dζ. (3.16)

A continuous sharpness turn is formed by combining two turn segments, that
meet with a common curvature κm in the middle such that the turn has a given
change of heading ∆θ and an initial curvature κi and a final curvature κ f . As the
curvatures of the segments are dependent on the desired orientation difference
as stated in equation 3.14, a subdivision of the total angular change of the turn
∆θ into the two angular changes of the segments ∆θ1 and ∆θ2 is needed. This
subdivision is found by solving the system∆θ = ∆θ1 + ∆θ2

κm =

√
κ2

i +
4σmax

3
∆θ1 =

√
κ2

f +
4σmax

3
∆θ2,

(3.17)

which has the solution ∆θ1 = ∆θ
2 −

3
8σmax

(
κ2

i − κ2
f

)
∆θ2 = ∆θ

2 + 3
8σmax

(
κ2

i − κ2
f

)
.

(3.18)

It should be noted that the middle curvature κm might exceed the maximum
curvature κmax. If that happens, the middle curvature is set to
κm = sign(κm)κmax and the two segments are joined by a circle segment with the
constant curvature κmax and the length sc = (∆θ − (∆θ1 + ∆θ2))/κmax. This
ensures that the difference in heading of the curve is ∆θ. To illustrate what these
turns look like, a collection of continuous sharpness turns is shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Examples of Continuous Sharpness Turns. The upper figure shows

turns starting at (x, y, θ, κ) = (0, 0, 0, 0) with ∆θ ∈
{
−2π,−9π

5
, . . . ,

9π

5
, 2π

}
and

the lower figure shows turns starting at (0, 0, 0, 0.1) with the same ∆θ-set. Paths
ending with the same orientation are plotted with the same color.
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Forming Paths by Joining Turns

With the continuous sharpness turns defined, they need to be combined to form
a path from a starting state xs = (xs, ys, θs, κs)T to a goal state
xg = (xg, yg, θg, κg)T. This is done by placing such a turn both at the start state
and at the end state and connecting them with a straight line, requiring both
turns to end with zero curvature, i.e. setting κ f = 0 in equation 3.18. Obviously,
the end points of the segments need to have the same orientation and the end
points of the segments need to meet on a line with the same orientation.
Denoting this common orientation θ∗ this can be written as a system of
equations 

θ∗ = θs + ∆θs(θ∗) (mod 2π)

θ∗ = θg + π + ∆θg(θ∗) (mod 2π)

θ∗ = arctan2(ydi f f (θ
∗), xdi f f (θ

∗)).

(3.19)

where [
xdi f f (θ

∗)
ydi f f (θ

∗)

]
=

[
xg
yg

]
+ R(θg + π)

[
∆x(∆θg(θ∗), κg)
∆y(∆θg(θ∗), κg)

]
−

−
[

xs
ys

]
− R(θs)

[
∆x(∆θs(θ∗), κs)
∆y(∆θs(θ∗), κs)

]
(3.20)

and

R(θ) =
[

cos(θ) − sin(θ)
sin(θ) cos(θ)

]
.

The functions ∆x(∆θ, κ) and ∆y(∆θ, κ) appearing in equation 3.20 are obtained
from the equations 3.15 and 3.16 by evaluating the functions at end points of
the paths with the parameters determined by the two path segments given by
equation 3.18. Explicitly stated, they are given by

∆x1(∆θtot, κ) = x(s f ; xi = 0, θi = 0, ∆θ = ∆θ1(∆θtot, κ, 0)),

∆y1(∆θtot, κ) = y(s f ; yi = 0, θi = 0, ∆θ = ∆θ1(∆θtot, κ, 0)),

∆x(∆θtot, κ) = x(s f ; xi = ∆x1, θi = ∆θ1(∆θtot, κ, 0), ∆θ = ∆θ2(∆θtot, κ, 0)),

∆y(∆θtot, κ) = y(s f ; yi = ∆y1, θi = ∆θ1(∆θtot, κ, 0), ∆θ = ∆θ2(∆θtot, κ, 0)).

Equation 3.19 is solved numerically by solving the third equation in the system,
which is done by using the bisection method to find the roots of

f (θ∗) = θ∗ − arctan2(ydi f f (θ
∗), xdi f f (θ

∗)). (3.21)

As there are multiple possible values on ∆θs and ∆θg for a given θ∗, all branches
of ∆θs(θ∗) and ∆θg(θ∗) that solve the upper two equations in equation 3.19 with
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Figure 3.3: A selection of the solutions to the problem of connecting (x, y, θ, α) =
(0, 0, 0,−0.5) with (30, 30, 0, 0.5) under the constraints κmax = 0.1, σmax = 0.01.
The red path is the shortest path and as it also is free of any changes of direction,
it is the path that is returned by the algorithm.

values within the intervals ∆θs ∈ [−2π, 2π], ∆θg ∈ [−2π, 2π] are used to solve
equation 3.21. Examples of such solutions are shown in Figure 3.3.

To improve performance, Parlangeli et al. did not evaluate ∆θs(θ∗) and
∆θg(θ∗) when solving their equivalent to equation 3.21 as this requires the
integrals in equation 3.15 and 3.16 to be evaluated. Instead, they used a
closed-form approximation of the turn end point coordinate functions. As the
parameters of the closed-form expression need to be optimized and potentially
hand-tuned for every value on κ, this thesis instead approximates the functions
by using a look-up table, in which the functions ∆x(∆θtot, κ) and ∆y(∆θtot, κ) are
evaluated on a grid with a resolution of 0.0125 rad in ∆θtot and 0.009 rad in
αi = − arctan(ltκ). On run time, the approximate values of the functions are
calculated by bilinear interpolation from the closest points on the grid.

One major reason for using the bisection method is that it finds zero crossings
even when the function is not continuous. This is important because it allows for
finding the points where f (θ∗) = ±π, which correspond either to mis-matched
forward paths or paths with a reversing stretch in the middle. The downside with
the bisection method is that it is relatively slow. A possible improvement is to use
Brent’s method which is faster and still guarantees to find all zero crossings [1].
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Once a set of numerical solutions has been found, the best path is chosen by
evaluating the cost integral in equation 2.6 with the cost function

C(x, u) = Cdirδ(v) +

{
1, v > 0
1 + Crev, v < 0

(3.22)

where Cdir = 5 m is the change of direction penalty, Crev = 0.2 is the reversing
penalty and δ(v) is the Dirac delta distribution. The solution with the lowest cost
integral is chosen as the solution returned by the local planner.

Smoothing of Non-Matching Paths

Due to the suboptimal character of the continuous sharpness paths arising
because of the artificial limitations imposed on the solutions when constructing
the paths, such as forcing the solutions to meet with a straight line, there are
shorter paths than those given by the solutions of equation 3.19. Some of these
can be obtained by adjusting paths where two forwards paths are joined by a
short reversing stretch. These paths can be made into a path without of a
reversing stretch by joining points on the paths using a Bézier curve. An
example of such a path is the green path in Figure 3.3, where a curve similar to
the red curve can be obtained by smoothly joining the parts before and after the
reversing stretch with a smooth curve.

The method used to smoothly join parts of a paths are based on the
interpolation method presented in [19], where quintic (fifth order) Bézier curves
are used to form splines for solving motion planning problems with boundary
conditions on the position, velocity and acceleration of a robot. In this thesis,
their approach is extended to the seventh order as they are the lowest order
Bézier curves that can handle arbitrary boundary conditions on the position,
tangent, curvature and sharpness of a path, which are all needed to ensure that
these properties are continuous when connecting different paths. These
polynomials have the form

BN(t) =
N

∑
k=0

bk

(
N
k

)
tk(1− t)(N−k) (3.23)

where t ∈ [0, 1] and N = 7, making the path determined by the coefficient vectors
b0, . . . , b7, which are obtained by solving the equations

B7(0) = r0, B7(1) = r1, B′7(0) = t0, B′7(1) = t1,
B′′7 (0) = a0, B′′7 (1) = a1, B′′′7 (0) = j0, B′′′7 (1) = j1. (3.24)

In equation 3.24, ri = (xi, yi) are the Cartesian positions of the end points of
the curve, ti the tangent vectors at the end points, ai and ji the second and third
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derivatives with respect to the parameter t. These boundary values are computed
from the boundary point parameters (x, y, θ, κ, σ)T in a way similar to the method
described in [19]. In the original paper, the magnitudes of t0, t1 are set to half the
Euclidean distance between r0 and r1. The acceleration boundary conditions a0,
a1 are set to the values obtained from a cubic spline interpolating between the
end points of the segment. As the variant of the method used in this thesis has to
be able to interpolate between fixed values on κ and σ, the expressions for ai and
ji are obtained by solving the equations

κ{B7(i; xi, ti, ai, ji)} = κi, ai · T(θi) = 0 (3.25)
σ{B7(i; xi, ti, ai, ji)} = σi, ji · T(θi) = 0 (3.26)

where κ{r(s)} is the curvature of the curve r at s calculated using equation 3.2,

σ{r(s)} = ∂

∂s
κ{r(s)} the sharpness and T(θi) is the tangent vector at end point i

of the curve. The solutions of equation 3.25 and 3.26 as well as the other boundary
conditions used to construct the Bézier curve are

ri = (xi, yi), (3.27)

ti =
|x0 − x1|

2
T(θi), (3.28)

ai = κi|ti|2N(θi), (3.29)

ji = σi|ti|3N(θi). (3.30)

where N(θi) is the clockwise normal vector at end point i.

Reverse Paths

In addition to the forward paths containing either no or two changes of driving
direction described in the sections above, the local planner can also be used to
find a reverse path from the start to the goal by planning a forward path from the
goal to the start and then reversing the driving direction. Furthermore, solutions
that contain a single change of direction can also be obtained by driving the first
part of the path forwards and the other in reverse and vice-versa. To obtain the
case of driving forward from the start pose and reversing into the goal pose, the
matching conditions in equation 3.19 and 3.20 need to modified somewhat. The
mixed-directions solutions are obtained by solving

θ∗ = θs + ∆θs (mod 2π)

θ∗ = θg + ∆θg (mod 2π)

θ∗ = arctan2(ydi f f (θ
∗), xdi f f (θ

∗))

(3.31)
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where [
xdi f f (θ

∗)
ydi f f (θ

∗)

]
=

[
xg
yg

]
+ R(θg)

[
∆x(∆θg(θ∗), κg)
∆y(∆θg(θ∗), κg)

]
−

−
[

xs
ys

]
− R(θs)

[
∆x(∆θs(θ∗), κs)
∆y(∆θs(θ∗), κs)

]
(3.32)

This equation is solved by a numerical root finding problem on the same form as
equation 3.21 but using the definition of xdi f f (θ

∗) and ydi f f (θ
∗) from equation

3.32 with the branches on ∆θs and ∆θg obtained from the system in equation
3.31. The other case, i.e. a path starting off with a reversing stretch and ending
by driving forwards to the goal pose, can be obtained by reversing the mixed
directions path starting from the goal pose and going to the start pose. Just as
in the forwards only case, the solutions obtained in this manner are added to the
candidate solution set and their costs are evaluated. The solution with the lowest
cost integral is then returned by the local planner.

3.2 Closed-Loop Steering

Compared to the local planning scheme described in the previous section, the
closed loop steering methods described in this section are in principle relatively
simple as they are all based on forward simulations of the system described in
equation 2.4 where the steering angle obtained from a controller following some
reference path. The following subsections will describe the different controllers
used in further detail.

3.2.1 Pure Pursuit Controller

Following the method used by Evestedt et al. [8], this thesis uses a relatively
simple pure pursuit controller for forwards-only driving, where the rear axle of
the truck is used as a reference point and the trailer is ignored. The pure pursuit
control law works by placing a circle with radius L, called look-ahead distance,
centered at the rear axle of the truck. This circle is used to find a target point P
by intersecting it with a reference path consisting of line segments. With a given
target point, the desired steering angle is obtained by constructing a circle
segment that is tangent to the center of the rear axle of the truck and that also
reaches the target point. This circle would be the path of the rear axle if the
steering would be held constant at the desired steering angle for this instant, see
Figure 3.4. The steering angle is obtained by observing that the triangle
inscribed in the trajectory circle is an isosceles triangle with a base angle equal to
the error in theta, which is given by

εθ = arctan2(yP − y, xP − x)− θ. (3.33)
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The angles are equal because the base of the triangle is parallel to the orientation
of the vehicle. As the legs of the triangle have the length L by definition, the
law of sines gives the following relationship between the signed diameter of the
trajectory circle and the orientation error

2rtra =
L

sin εθ
. (3.34)

The sign of the radius specifies on which side of the vehicle the center is; it is
positive for centers on the left side of the truck and negative for centers on the
right side. This is consistent with the definition of curvature for the truck, which
is given by

κtra =
2 sin εθ

L
. (3.35)

Once again using equation 3.4 to obtain the desired steering angle from the
curvature of the rear axle center, the steering angle is given by

φ = arctan
(

2l sin(εθ)

L

)
. (3.36)

There are some subtle details that needs to be considered when implementing
a pure pursuit controller that comes from the fact that a reference path consists
of multiple line segments, leading to ambiguities on which segment to follow at
narrow turns and the end of the last segment. A complete description of all the
cases is found in [2]. For this thesis, the intersection of the point furthest along the
path is used as the target point and the path after the end of the last segment is
extrapolated to make the controller drive as closely as possible to the goal point.
In case the vehicle is further away from the path that the look-ahead radius, the
closest point on the path is used as target point.

3.2.2 Trailer-Based Controllers

Instead of using the rear axle of the truck as the reference when following a
reference path, it might be better to use the rear axle of the trailer in certain cases.
An obvious such case is when one is reversing, which due to the instability of
the hitch angle needs some sort of controller. Although a truck-based lateral
controller for forward motion is simpler to implement, a trailer-based one is
advantageous in situations where one wishes to have a combined controller that
changes directions as one can evaluate the distance using forward and reverse
driving and then pick the direction that is the shortest.

Hitch Angle Controller

No matter if the truck is going forwards or backwards, all trailer-based
controllers will by construction only produce a desired hitch-angle, so a hitch
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Figure 3.4: The geometric construction of the forward motion pure pursuit
control law. The red circle is centered at the rear axle of the truck and has a
radius equal to the look-ahead distance L. The blue line marks the reference path
given to the controller, which defines the target point P which is the point of
intersection furthest along the direction of the line. The blue dashed line is the
trajectory circle formed by joining the position of the truck with P by a circle
tangent to the orientation of the truck.
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angle controller that produces an input that stabilizes the hitch angle around the
desired value is needed. For simplicity, a relatively simple non-linear controller
presented in [30] is used. It has the form

φ = arctan
(

l
(

v̄Kα(α− α∗)− sin α

lt

))
(3.37)

where v̄ ∈ {−1, 1} is the driving direction and Kα the α-error gain. The
performance of the hitch angle controller is shown in Figure 3.5. The figure
shows that the controller saturates the steering angle until it intersects the
desired hitch angle curve. After the intersection, the maximum tracking error is
0.72°, showing that the controller performance is satisfactory.
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Figure 3.5: Hitch Angle Tracking Performance Graph. The graph displays the
simulated performance of the hitch angle controller when tracking a reference
hitch angle curve on the form θ∗(s) = cos(2πs/50) with a simple one trailer
system with the parameters l = 3.6 m and lt = 12 m. The slow initial convergence
of the hitch angle to the reference is due to the steering angle being limited to
φmax = 0.55 rad.

Pure Pursuit Trailer Controller

The trailer-based pure pursuit controller is implemented similarly to the truck
pure pursuit controller, with the difference that the rear axle of the trailer is used
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as a reference point and that the obtained steering angle is fed as input to the
hitch angle controller. Adapting equation 3.36 to the trailer, the pure pursuit
control law for the hitch angle is

α∗ = − arctan
(

2lt sin(εθt)

L

)
, (3.38)

which combined with equation 3.37 gives

φ = arctan
(

l
(

v̄Kα

(
α + arctan

(
2lt sin(εθt)

L

))
− sin α

lt

))
. (3.39)

Linear Trailer Controller

In addition to the pure pursuit controller described above, the linear high-level
controller described in [30] was also implemented, which has the form

α∗ = Kyεy + Kθt εθt + Kκκre f (3.40)

where εy is the lateral error, εθt the orientation error of the trailer and κre f the
curvature of the reference trajectory. The three constants Ky, Kθt and Kκ are gain
parameters used to tune the controller. As only straight line segments are used
as reference paths in this thesis, it holds that κre f = 0 and the third term can
therefore be ignored. This gives the linear trailer controller the simple form

α∗ = Kyεy + Kθt εθt . (3.41)

The controller also uses the hitch angle controller described by equation 3.37,
yielding the control law

φ = arctan
(

l
(

v̄Kα(α− (Kyεy + Kθt εθt))−
sin α

lt

))
. (3.42)

Controller Comparison

Two test cases comparing the forward truck-based pure pursuit controller to the
two trailer-based controllers in both forward and reverse motion are shown in
Figure 3.6, where the paths obtained after tweaking the parameters of the
controllers are shown. As is clear from the figure, the linear controller displays
superior performance in terms of lateral tracking error in both driving directions
and to the truck-based controller. Therefore, the linear trailer controller will be
used for both forward and reverse driving from here on in the closed loop
controller.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the trailer controllers. Both subfigures illustrate paths
starting at the trailer state (x f , y f , θ f , κ f ) = (0, 0, 0, 0). The upper subfigures
shows paths going to (x f , y f ) = (30 m, 30 m) and the lower subfigure shows
paths to (−30 m, 30 m).



Chapter 4

RRT-based Motion Planning

In this chapter, the different RRT-based motion planners constructed in this thesis
and the design choices behind them are motivated and contrasted to the other
planning methods mentioned in Chapter 2. Additionally, the heuristic distance
functions used by these planners are designed and compared.

4.1 RRT-based Planners

All of the motion planners constructed in this chapter are based on the RRT
algorithm described in Chapter 2. The reason for this is the goal of making a
planner suitable for applications involving parking in tight spaces, which would
require a very high resolution lattice if a lattice-based motion planner would be
used, for example one similar to the one described by Ljungqvist et al. [23]. The
sheer size of such a lattice would make it unfeasible to use it for online planning
applications; in the case of the planner designed by Ljungqvist et al., it needs a
computational time on the order of a tenth of a second to find a path in typical
parking scenarios where a spatial grid resolution of 0.5 m and an angular
resolution of 0.39 rad for the orientation and 0.21 rad for the hitch angles are
used. As it is not uncommon for trucks reversing into loading bays to have less
than 10 cm margins for the trailer, a lattice-based solution would require a
spatial resolution of at least 0.05 m and an angular resolution for the trailer
orientation on the order of arcsin(0.1 m/10 m) ≈ 0.01 rad assuming a trailer
length of 10 meters. As the uncertainty in the trailer orientation is given by
∆θt = max(∆θ, ∆α), this requires the resolution in both θ and in α to be below
0.01 rad. As the resolutions required along all the axes of the lattice are all more
than an order of magnitude higher than the resolution used by Ljungqvist et al.,
their method would be at least a factor b∗10 slower than in their case when
adapted to these requirements due to the time complexity O(b∗d) of the
A*-algorithm, where b∗ is the effective branching factor. Assuming a relatively

33
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low branching factor of 2, i.e. assuming that only every second expansion is
wasteful, the algorithm would have a running time at least on the order of
1 s · 210 = 1024 s, which is clearly unfeasible. For comparison, each node in their
implementation can expand between 57 and 92 new nodes, so even if the
heuristic prunes most of these expansions, this is still a rather conservative
estimate. Even if one could make the search feasible, it would be very labor
intensive to generate the set of motion primitives as the primitives need to be
hand-picked in order to avoid large branching factors and redundant paths.

4.1.1 RRT with Local Planner

The most straight forward planner used in this thesis is an RRT-Connect planner,
i.e. a planner based on Algorithm 1 with Extend() replaced by Connect() from
Algorithm 2, in which the Steer() function is being performed by the exact local
planner described in the previous chapter. Just like in the standard
RRT-algorithm, each planning iteration is started by drawing a random sample
from the configuration space. To increase the probability of drawing samples in
the narrow parts of the scene, the retraction method described in [22] is applied
to the sample if it is inside an obstacle to improve the performance in narrow
scenes. The planner then finds the nearest node in the tree to the retracted
sample by brute-force searching for the closest node using one out of three
heuristic distance functions. These distance functions are described and
compared in the section on distance functions below.

Once the nearest state in the tree has been found, the local planner is used to
find the path to the sampled state, which is then expanded using the Connect()
procedure from Algorithm 2 in which the collisions are checked using the SAT-
algorithm for object-oriented bounding boxes [11]. Just as in [8], a connection
attempt is made after each successful expansion by determining which of the
newly added nodes is closest to the goal node using the Nearest() routine. If
the connection attempt with the goal is successful, the search is terminated and
the path is constructed by following the path from the goal node backwards to
the root node, i.e. to the start node. To give a more explicit description of the
planner, the planning algorithm specified above is outlined in pseudo-code in
Algorithm 3.
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Function LocalPlanningRRT(xs, xg,O, Ni, ε)
T := InitializeTree(xs)
for i := 1, . . . , Ni do

xrand := Retract(SampleConfiguration(), O)
xnear := Nearest(T, xrand, dLocalPlanner)
status, newNodes := Connect(T, xnear, xrand,O, ε)
if |newNodes| > 0 then

xnear := Nearest(newNodes, xg, dLocalPlanner)
status, newNodes := Connect(T, xnear, xg,O, ε)
if status = SUCCESS then

Return BuildPathBetweenNodesInTree(T, xs, xg)
end

end
end
Return None

end
Algorithm 3: The Local Planner RRT Algorithm. This is the variant of the
standard RRT-algorithm used in this thesis, where Steer() inside the Connect()-
function uses the local planner described in Chapter 3.

4.1.2 Closed Loop RRT Planner

The closed loop RRT-planner shares almost all the features of the local planning-
based planner, with the difference being the steering method used. As the name
suggests, the CL-RRT planner uses forward simulations of a closed loop system
instead of a local planner as described in Chapter 2. Similarly to the way dubins
curves used by Elhassan [6], the local planner is still used in the closed loop RRT
planner for connecting the nodes found by the closed loop steering with the goal.
For the sake of clarity, this algorithm is presented in Algorithm 4.

As the local planner described in the previous section is based on the closed
loop RRT planner described by Evestedt et al. [8], the closed loop planner
presented here is very similar to their closed loop planner, with the difference
being that they used a slightly different controller for their steering method.
They used pure pursuit controllers for both forward and reverse driving, with
the forward pure pursuit controller completely ignoring the trailer and just
steering the truck towards a desired point. For reversing, they also used a pure
pursuit controller, which controlled the rear axle center of the last trailer instead
of the truck. As the system is unstable in reverse motion, they stabilized the
system using the controller presented in [7]. The closed loop controller
implemented in this thesis works somewhat differently in that both the forward
and reverse driving controllers control the trailer rear axle center as described in
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the last chapter. The reason for this is to make the system able to independently
chose whether to go forwards or backwards between two configurations using
different distance functions for forward and reverse driving. Had a controller
been using two different reference points, e.g. the rear axle of the truck and the
trailer, it would have been very difficult to consistently compare the distances of
the forward and reverse paths. Indeed, Evestedt et al. did not use any heuristic
to determine in which direction to move but instead randomly assigned the
driving direction for each expanded samples using directional probability that
has to be known a priori.

Function CL-RRT(xs, xg,O, Ni, ε)
T := InitializeTree(xs)
for i := 1, . . . , Ni do

xrand := Retract(SampleConfiguration(), O)
xnear := Nearest(T, xrand, dCL)
status, newNodes := ConnectClosedLoop(T, xnear, xrand,O, ε)
if |newNodes| > 0 then

xnear := Nearest(newNodes, xg, dLocalPlanner)
status, newNodes := Connect(T, xnear, xg,O, ε)
if status = SUCCESS then

Return BuildPathBetweenNodesInTree(T, xs, xg)
end

end
end
Return None

end
Algorithm 4: The Closed Loop RRT Algorithm used in this thesis. The
same functions are used as in Algorithm 3, with the exception of
ConnectClosedLoop(), which is identical to Connect() from Algorithm 2 but
uses the linear trailer controller from the previous chapter in Steer() instead
of the local planner used in Algorithm 3.

4.1.3 Bidirectional Closed Loop RRT Planner

The third planner studied in this thesis is a bidirectional version of the CL-RRT
planner which uses the time reversal property established in Chapter 2 to plan
a path from both the starting and the end points, thus overcoming the bug-trap
problem of getting in a tight parking spot. Compared to the CL-RRT planner, the
biggest difference is that two trees are used instead of one. These are initialized
with the start and the goal nodes as roots and one of the trees is set as the active
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tree, which is expanded in the same fashion as in the regular CL-RRT algorithm.
After each iteration, it is checked if the size of the current active tree is larger than
the size of the tree and if this is the case, the trees are swapped. The size of the
tree is in this case measured as the total length of all paths connecting the nodes
in the tree.

The other major difference to the CL-RRT planner shows up after an
expansion was successful. Instead of trying to connect the nodes produced by
ConnectClosedLoop() to the goal state as in the original CL-RRT planner, the
bidirectional CL-RRT planner tries to connect the two trees. The nodes for which
a connection attempt is made are chosen by the function NearestInListToTree()
which finds the node in the list which is closest to the tree according to some
provided distance function and which node in the tree it is closest to.

Function BiCL-RRT(xs, xg,O, Ni, ε)
Ts := InitializeTree(xs)
Tg := InitializeTree(xg)
Ta = Ts
Tb = Tg
for i := 1, . . . , Ni do

xrand := Retract(SampleConfiguration(), O)
xnear := Nearest(Ta, xrand, dCL)
status, newNodes := ConnectClosedLoop(Ta, xnear, xrand,O, ε)
if |newNodes| > 0 then

xa, xb := NearestInListToTree(newNodes, Tb, dLocalPlanner)
status, newNodes := Connect(Ta, xa, xb,O, ε)
if status = SUCCESS then

forwardPath = BuildPathBetweenNodesInTree(Ts, xs, xb)
reversePath = BuildPathBetweenNodesInTree(Tg, xg, xb)
Return Concatenate(forwardPath, Reverse(reversePath))

end
end
if |Ta| > |Tb| then

Swap(Ta, Tb)
end

end
Return None

end
Algorithm 5: The Bidirectional Closed Loop RRT Algorithm used in this
thesis. It uses the same steering methods as the CL-RRT planner presented
in Algorithm 4, but searches bidirectionally instead of building a single search
tree.
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4.2 Distance Functions

No matter which planner is used, the steering methods cannot be directly used
in the nearest neighbor search as it would be prohibitively expensive. As the
steering methods used in the planners described in the sections above are
different, the heuristic distance functions used in the nearest neighbor searches
need to match the steering method used. The different distance functions used
are described and compared below.

4.2.1 Local Planner Distance Functions

Euclidean Distance

The most simple distance function used for the local planner is obtained by
ignoring the nonholonomic constraints of the system and computing the
distance by evaluating the Euclidean distance between two configurations,
given by

dEuclidean(xs, xg) =

√(
xt(xs)− xt(xg)

)2
+
(
yt(xs)− yt(xg)

)2 (4.1)

where xt and yt are the positions of the center of the trailer rear axle as functions of
the system state as given by equation 3.3. Although simple and computationally
fast, there are obvious downsides to using the Euclidean distance as it does not
capture any of the nonholonomic constraints. The distance function is plotted in
Figure 4.1.

Dubins Distance

The second distance function used is the symmetrizied Dubins metric, which is
obtained by ignoring the hitch angle dynamics and assuming that the trailer can
move like a car with a steering angle constrained to the maximum hitch angle
that can only move forwards or backwards, i.e. that cannot undergo any
changes of direction between the start and the goal configurations. Expressed
mathematically, the distance function is given by

dsym.Dubins(xs, xg) =

= min(dDubins(x f (xs), x f (xg), κmax), dDubins(x f (xs), x f (xg), κmax)) (4.2)

where dDubins(x, y, κmax) is the length of a Dubins path from configuration x to
configuration y with a curvature constrained to κmax as described in [20] and
x f (x) is the trailer state obtained from the system state through equation 3.3. The
maximum curvature is obtained from the maximum hitch angle using equation
3.8. The symmetrization through the min() function is necessary to approximate
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Figure 4.1: The Euclidean distance function. As it neglects all the constraints on
the systems, it is independent of the system states and all slices are therefore the
same.

the ability of the local planner to reverse. A few slices of the Dubins distance
function are shown in Figure 4.2.

Look-up Table Distance

Instead of trying to approximate the distance of the local planner using simpler
methods such as the ones described above, the distance can be approximated by
evaluating the local planner distance function dLP(xi, yi, θi, κi, x f , y f , θ f , κ f ) on a
grid of input points and using linear interpolation to obtain the approximate
value of the distance function during run-time. The approximation of the
distance function is given by

dLP(x) ≈ ∑
xg∈Xg(x)

dLP(xg)
N

∏
j=1

gi(x, xg) (4.3)

where x is the input vector, N is the number of dimensions of the input, Xg(x)
is the set of grid points that forms the corners of the grid cell within which x lies
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Figure 4.2: Slices from the Dubins distance function. All slices start at the
configuration (x, y, θ) = (0, 0, 0) to the configuration (∆x, ∆y, ∆θ). The top slice
shows the distance to configurations with ∆θ = 0, the top right shows ∆θ = π/4,
the bottom left shows ∆θ = π/2 and the bottom right shows the case ∆θ = π.

and gj(x, xg) is the grid interpolation factor defined as

gj(x, xg) =


1−

xj − xg,j

∆xj
xj ≥ xg,j

xg,j − xj

∆xj
else

, (4.4)

with ∆xj being the resolution of the grid in the jth dimension.
As an eight-dimensional grid would be very computationally demanding to

pre-compute, the dimension is reduced by observing that the length of a path is
unaffected if both the initial and final pose are subjected to the same change of
coordinates, i.e.

dLP(xi, yi, θi, κi, x f , y f , θ f , κ f ) =

=dLP(xi + ∆x′, yi + ∆y′, θi + ∆θ′, κi, x f + ∆x′, y f + ∆y′, θ f + ∆θ′, κ f ). (4.5)
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by setting ∆x′ = −xi, ∆y′ = −yi, ∆θ′ = −θi and introducing ∆x = x f − xi,
∆y = y f − yi and ∆θ = θ f − θi, equation 4.5 gives

dLP(xi, yi, θi, κi, x f , y f , θ f , κ f ) = dLP(0, 0, 0, κi, ∆x, ∆y, ∆θ, κ f ). (4.6)

This reduces the grid dimension to five, while also making the construction of
the grid relatively intuitive as the input vector in equation 4.3 has the form
x = (∆x, ∆y, ∆θ, κi, κ f )

T. This corresponds to the position and orientation of the
final configuration in the local coordinate system of the initial state as well as the
curvatures at both end points. Apart from reducing the number of dimensions,
the number of points that need to be evaluated can further be reduced by the
symmetry along the y-axis when the local coordinate system is used, see Figure
4.3 for an illustration. Mathematically, it can be expressed as

dLP(0, 0, 0, κi, ∆x, ∆y, ∆θ, κ f ) = dLP(0, 0, 0,−κi, ∆x,−∆y,−∆θ,−κ f ). (4.7)

This symmetry allows for evaluating only the grid points for which y ≥ 0, thus
roughly halving the amount of grid points needed.

x

y

•

κ−1
i+

• κ−1
f+ θ f+

•

κ−1
i−

• κ−1
f− θ f−

Figure 4.3: The y-axis symmetry that reduces the computations in half. As can
be seen from the figure, mirroring a path in the x-axis conserves the length of the
path but flips the sign of the final orientation and both curvatures, i.e. θ f− =
−θ f+, κi− = −κi+ and κ f− = −κ f+.

The grid used in this thesis is the set

G = X×Y×Θ× Ki × K f ,
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where

X = {−100 m,−99 m, . . . , 99 m, 100 m},
Y = {−100 m,−99 m, . . . , 99 m, 100 m},
Θ = {−π,−π + δθ, . . . , π − δθ, π},
Ki = {−κmax,−κmax + δκ, . . . , κmax − δκ, κmax},
K f = {−κmax,−κmax + δκ, . . . , κmax − δκ, κmax}

and δθ =
2π

25
, δκ =

2κmax

9
. With the grid specified, the local planner distance

function is completely characterized. A few slices of the distance function are
shown in Figure 4.4. The discontinuities seen in the slices are caused by turns
becoming too tight for the truck-trailer system to perform. Additional turns are
then needed to reach the desired configuration without violating the system
constraints. The irregular shape of some of the discontinuities are artifacts
resulting from the artificial constraints put on the path when constructing it in
the local planner as well as the uneven ability of the Beziér splines to shorten a
path when no path without reversing is found between two configurations.

4.2.2 Closed Loop Steering Distance Functions

As the closed loop RRT planner also needs to determine which states to connect,
fast distance functions that approximate the closed loop steering path length are
needed. The closed loop steering does not find a path from one state to another,
but instead makes a reference point of the system move towards a target point
without a specified orientation, thus necessitating some care when adapting the
methods from the previous section on the closed loop steering case. Another
complicating factor is that the closed loop distance function also needs to
determine if the forward or reverse path to the configuration is the shortest.

The most similar distance function is the Euclidean distance function, which
in the closed loop case is the distance between the system reference point and
the target point. As the reference point used in both the forward and reverse
motion controllers is the center of the rear axle of the trailer, the closed loop
Euclidean distance function is identical to the one used for the local planner
with the exception that it is extended to also give the driving direction by

v̄ =

{
1 |arctan2(yg − ys, xg − xs)| ≤ π/2
−1 else

. (4.8)

As the closed loop target states are points in space and not complete system
states, it is hard to use the dubins path heuristic and it is thus omitted.

Similarly to the table method used in the local planner and to the heuristic
function described by Evestedt et al. [8], a heuristic lookup table distance
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Figure 4.4: Slices of the local planner lookup table distance function. The
upper left slice shows the distance from the configuration (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) to
(∆x, ∆y, 0, 0, 0), the upper right shows the distance to (∆x, ∆y, π/2, 0, 0), the
lower left to (∆x, ∆y, π, 0, κmax) and the lower right image shows the distance
to (∆x, ∆y, π, 0, 0).

function is used for the closed loop planner. It is somewhat more difficult to
define the distance of the closed loop path as it does not necessarily reach the
goal state. A possible solution is to define the distance as the distance along the
path until the point at which the distance between the reference point of the
system and the target point is minimal. Expressed as a function, this distance
has the signature dCL(xi, yi, θi, αi, x f , y f ). Using the same symmetry observations
as with the local planner, the table dimensions can be reduced by

dCL(xi, yi, θi, αi, x f , y f ) = dCL(0, 0, 0, αi, ∆x, ∆y) (4.9)

where ∆x and ∆y are the position of the target point in the local frame of reference
of the trailer. The input vectors in the table are thus x = (∆x, ∆y, αi)

T and the grid
dimension is three. The distance function can be evaluated using equation 4.3 on
a grid

GCL = X×Y× A,
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where

X = {−100 m,−99 m, . . . , 99 m, 100 m},
Y = {−100 m,−99 m, . . . , 99 m, 100 m},
A = {−αmax,−αmax + δα, . . . , αmax − δα, αmax}

and δα =
2αmax

21
. As the closed loop system uses two different controllers, two

grids need to be constructed: one for forward motion and one for reverse motion.
The grid is constructed by simulating the closed loop system consisting of the 1-
trailer system stabilized by either the forward or the reverse trailer controller as
done in the controller comparison at the end of the last chapter where the end of
the reference trajectory is set to (∆x, ∆y) and the initial hitch angle is set to αi. In
addition to storing the distance to the target point, the distance table also stores
a binary value indicating if the controller was able to reach the point, in this case
defined as the point on the path closest to the target point not being more that an
distance dmax from the target point. The driving direction is determined during
run time by comparing which of the distances is the shortest. Slices of the closed
loop table distance function are shown in Figure 4.5. The discontinuity seen in
the distance functions starting with a non-zero hitch angle is due to the trailer
controller not considering the current hitch angle when determining the desired
hitch angle.
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Figure 4.5: Slices of the closed loop lookup table distance function. The black,
slightly irregular shapes at the center of figures correspond to the grid cells which
could not be successfully reached by the controller. The upper left slice shows
the forward distance with a zero hitch angle, the upper right shows the reverse
distance also with a zero hitch angle, the lower left shows the forward distance
starting with a maximum hitch angle and the lower right image shows the reverse
distance with a maximum initial hitch angle.



Chapter 5

Evaluation and Results

The evaluation and the performance of the planning methods described in the
previous chapters are described in this chapter. The evaluation will start with
an examination of the accuracy of the different distance functions presented in
the last chapter. It will then move on to evaluation of the different RRT-planning
methods described in this thesis.

5.1 Evaluation Implementation

In order to be able to evaluate the algorithms described in the previous chapters,
the algorithms were implemented in Python using Numpy for acceleration of
numerical operations. Due to the large number of iterative numerical
procedures present in the algorithms that cannot be vectorized and solved
nativity with Numpy, the implementation used for the evaluation presented in
this chapter is significantly - possibly up to two orders of magnitude - slower
than an optimized native implementation [24], which is the metric most often
used when reporting running times in the literature. It is thus of larger relevance
to compare the size of the search trees and the number of nodes expanded when
comparing the algorithm presented here with other works.

Apart from these implementation details, the model parameters of the
1-trailer system common to all test cases in all types of evaluation presented in
this chapter are presented in Table 5.1. These parameters correspond to the
model parameters identified in [25] with an added artificial hitch angle
constraint that can arise from geometrical constraints, e.g. due to the truck and
the trailer colliding at large hitch angles or a short trailer connector reaching its
full length.

46
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Parameter Name Parameter Symbol Value
Truck Wheelbase l 3.6 m

Trailer Hitch Length lt 12.036 m
Max Steering Angle φmax 0.55 rad (31.5°)

Max Hitch Angle αmax 1.0 rad (57.3°)
Max Trailer Curvature κmax 0.1294 m−1

Max Trailer Sharpness σmax 0.01 m−2

Truck Width w 2.5 m
Truck Front Overhang o f 1.0 m
Truck Rear Overhang or 1.0 m

Trailer Width wt 2.438 m
Trailer Front Overhang ot, f 1.5 m
Trailer Rear Overhang ot,r 1.0 m

Table 5.1: The 1-trailer system parameters used during the evaluation of the
methods. Note that only l, lt, φmax, αmax affect the behavior of the system; κmax

and σmax are derived from the other parameters and the rest of the parameters
are only used for describing the geometry of the truck for collision checking.

5.2 Evaluation of Distance Functions

The evaluation of the distance functions is divided into two parts: one evaluating
the local planner distance functions and one evaluating the closed loop distances.

5.2.1 Evaluation of Local Planner Distance Functions

The local planner distance functions are evaluated and compared using four
different test cases. These cases consist of a gentle sideways displacement
during forward motion, a straight sideways displacement, a left-hand turn from
a zero hitch angle state to another zero hitch angle state and the same left-hand
turn with an end state hitch angle pointing to the right, see Figure 5.1 for a
visualization of the paths used by the different distance functions. The distances
of the distance functions and the true distance of the local planner are shown in
Table 5.2.

As can be seen in the table, all distance functions are very accurate for the case
of a slight sideways displacement over the course of a long forward movement.
When the forward motion is removed as in the second test case, the Euclidean
distance function underestimates the distance as it cannot handle the differential
constraints of the system. Similarly, the same test case shows that inability of
the Dubins heuristic to change the direction of movement in a path leads to a
considerably longer path than the true path. As the end point in the third test case
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Test Case
Euclidean
Distance

Dubins
Distance

Local Planner
Table Distance

Local Planner
True Distance

Forward
Displacement

20.06 m 22.06 m 20.12 m 20.08 m

Sideways
Displacement

1.5 m 64.33 m 38.18 m 38.77 m

Left-hand Turn
with Straight End

35.36 m 36.72 m 40.67 m 40.65 m

Left-hand Turn
with Curved End

35.36 m 36.72 m 65.65 m 64.09 m

Table 5.2: The results of the distance function comparison. The test cases
uses points between the grid points, thus illustrating the accuracy when it is
potentially the worst.
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the paths used by the different distance functions in the
test cases in Table 5.2.

does not lie on the grid, it is subject to an interpolation error. This interpolation
error is relatively large in this case as the distance to the left neighboring node
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is considerably longer as it is impossible to directly reach the neighboring node
with a left-hand turn without violating the system constraints, making the table
distance about as large as the Dubins distance. In the last case, the table-based
distance function still suffers from an interpolation error but it is relatively small
compared to the errors of the other distance functions which are unable to capture
the constraints of the systems.

Furthermore, one can compare the distance functions on an intuitive level
by studying the slices of the distance functions shown in Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2
and Figure 4.4. Although the Euclidean distance function captures the general
property that the increase with the distance to the origin, it fails to capture the
differential constraints that manifest themselves as structures present close to the
origin in the Dubins and local planner distance functions. The Dubins distance
shows several similarities to the local planner distance function but is simpler
and most notably does not consider the initial and final curvature of the path.

5.2.2 Evaluation of Closed Loop Steering Distance Functions

The closed loop steering distance functions are evaluated using the four test cases
based on the two test cases that were used to pick the closed loop controller in
Figure 3.6 at the end of Chapter 3. These paths are shown in Figure 5.2 and the
length of these paths are shown in Table 5.3.

Test Case
Euclidean
Distance

Table
Forward
Distance

Table
Reverse
Distance

True
Forward
Distance

True
Reverse
Distance

Small Deflection,
Zero Hitch Angle

43.13 m 45.54 m 69.02 m 45.51 m 69.00 m

Large Deflection,
Zero Hitch Angle

43.13 m 70.74 m 45.38 m 70.74 m 45.38 m

Small Deflection,
Max Hitch Angle

43.13 m 50.36 m 90.70 m 50.31 m 90.65 m

Large Deflection,
Max Hitch Angle

43.13 m 84.07 m 55.03 m 84.00 m 55.05 m

Table 5.3: The results of the distance function comparison. The test cases use a
point at the largest possible interpolation points in the grid to give an estimate
of the largest possible interpolation error between the table and the true distance
function.

It can be clearly seen from Table 5.3 that the Euclidean distance function gives
very inaccurate estimates of the true distance, whereas the table based solution is
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of the paths used by the different distance functions in the
test cases in Table 5.3. The initial configuration of each test case is shown to better
illustrate the test cases themselves.

quite accurate due to the smooth nature of the distance function as is evident in
Figure 4.5.

5.3 Evaluation of Planners

As the RRT-planners described in this thesis are randomized, their performance
can only be benchmarked by repeatedly testing the planners on the same
problem. The planners evaluated in this section are the local planning-based
RRT planner using the Euclidean, dubins and look-up table distance functions,
the CL-RRT planner using the Euclidean and table distance functions for the
CL-RRT operations and all three distance functions for the local planner and
finally the bidirectional CL-RRT-planner using the same distance functions as
the CL-RRT planner. Each of these planners was executed one hundred times for
each planning problem to obtain performance statistics. To ensure that the
performance differences are not due to some of the planners receiving more
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favorable samples, the same random seed was used when evaluating every
planner. For the purposes of this evaluation, a planning problem consists of a
start configuration, a goal configuration and a set of obstacles. These are
described in further detail in the section below. Furthermore, each planner were
given the expansion step length ε = 5 m and the maximum number of iterations
Ni = 1000.

5.3.1 Test Cases

All the test cases used for benchmarking the planning algorithms are shown in
Figure 5.3. Short descriptions of test cases are given below.

Swedish Driver’s Licence Test
This test case is based on a test case used by Evestedt et al. [8] for evaluating
their algorithm when reversing into a parking space. The test is used as the
geometry is well-defined, allowing for a comparison of the algorithms.

Test Track
This test case shows a simulated parking scenario placed on the test track at
MAN Truck and Bus AG.

Center Loading Bay
A routine parking scenario in an industrial environment where a truck needs to
park a trailer in a tight parking spot with only 10 cm of space on either side of
the trailer. There is a second version of this problem with the goal configuration
placed inside the true parking position, which is hard to reach for RRT-based
algorithms.

Upper Loading Bay
A trickier version of the previously described loading bay scenario where the
truck now has to park in the upper most loading bay, next to a wall. A version of
this test scenario also exists where an obstructing truck is parked in the middle
of the parking area, requiring an extra turn to reach the loading bay and thus
making this problem even more difficult.
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of the test cases used for evaluating the planners. The
green truck configurations in the figures are the starting configurations and the
blue configurations are the goal configurations.

5.3.2 Planner Evaluation Results

The average performance of the planners are shown in Table 5.4. Example
trajectories generated by the different planners are shown for the test track
scenario in Figure 5.4. To further illustrate the difference in performance
between the planners and to provide better data for comparison with Evestedt et
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al., Figure 5.5 shows the distributions of the iterations needed, number of nodes
in the search tree, planning time and tree length when solving the Swedish
Driver’s licence test scenario 1000 times using the RRT-planner, the
CL-RRT-planner and the bidirectional CL-RRT-planner.

As can be seen in Table 5.4, the planners based on the lookup tables are
generally more stable and require less nodes and planning time than the same
planners using other distance functions. The exception to this are the planning
results from the upper loading scenario, where quite uneven and unexpected
performance is seen. The best example of this is the average planning time for
the CL-RRT algorithm using the dubins and Euclidean distance functions, which
is almost an order of magnitude faster than the same algorithm using the
table-based lookup functions.

Another interesting aspect to note is the increased planning effort needed to
solve the center loading bay truck in goal scenario compared to the normal center
loading bay scenario. Despite the manoeuvre required to reverse a few meters
further into the loading bay is so simple that the movement could be a priori
hard coded in a practical implementation of a loading bay parking planner, the
RRT-planners need considerably more time to solve the problem due to the large
amount of failed collision checks when moving within the loading bay.

Compared to the results from Evestedt et al. [8], less than half as many nodes
are expanded when solving the Swedish driver’s licence test using the
CL-RRT-planner and the local planning-based planner with table-based distance
functions. Somewhat surprisingly, the bidirectional planner with table-based
distance functions expands more nodes when compared to the other planners
when solving this problem. On the other hand, the bidirectional CL-RRT
planner has a considerably shorter running time, about one second compared to
roughly four seconds needed by the other planners. It therefore matches the
running time of the planner designed by Evestedt et al and a more efficient
implementation of it would be significantly faster than their planner. The center
loading bay case is also interesting as it is similar in nature to the
three-point-turn test case used by Evestedt et al with the difference that the three
point turn require an initial turn whereas the center loading bay only require the
vehicle to go forwards before starting the reversing into the loading bay, which
is considerably more narrow than the road in three-point-turn test case.
Nevertheless, the planners presented in this thesis expand around fifty nodes
when using table-based distance functions when solving both versions of the
problem and the method presented by Evestedt et al. expand about a thousand
nodes for their problem. The methods presented here need about two seconds to
solve the center loading bay problem whereas the method by Evestedt et al.
needs roughly a second on average, this is again a manifestation of the
inefficient implementation of the algorithm. It should be noted that Evestedt et
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al. have used quite large error margins when evaluating their planner, making
their problem easier to solve.

Planner

Swedish
Driver’s
Licence

Test

Test
Track

Center
Loading

Bay

Center
Loading

Bay
Truck
in Bay

Upper
Loading

Bay

Upper
Loading

Bay
Obstructing

Truck

Success Rates
BiCL-RRT-table 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.92 0.92 0.89

BiCL-RRT-dubins 0.98 0.93 0.99 0.84 0.99 0.52
BiCL-RRT-euclid 0.97 1.0 0.98 0.82 0.91 0.42

CL-RRT-table 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.92 0.86 0.59
CL-RRT-dubins 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.89 0.98 0.21
CL-RRT-euclid 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.93 0.98 0.21

RRT-table 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.91 0.94 0.65
RRT-dubins 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.88 0.51 0.03

RRT-Euclidean 0.94 1.0 1.0 0.91 0.83 0.06
Average Number of Nodes

BiCL-RRT-table 31.63 36.18 45.77 49.21 256.98 172.29
BiCL-RRT-dubins 43.27 97.05 66.11 88.67 103.69 106.65
BiCL-RRT-euclid 71.24 156.43 101.41 113.26 156.04 177.40

CL-RRT-table 16.35 33.61 42.88 39.70 258.84 292.81
CL-RRT-dubins - 43.73 64.23 64.42 39.56 298.57
CL-RRT-euclid - 41.83 64.14 44.13 42.80 326.24

RRT-table 20.99 39.07 58.06 105.42 376.74 252.12
RRT-dubins 32.93 125.34 85.04 91.85 334.69 199.33
RRT-euclid 32.00 106.91 96.15 106.62 870.25 755.67

Average Planning Time [s]
BiCL-RRT-table 1.04 1.69 2.21 23.55 21.90 24.00

BiCL-RRT-dubins 1.69 15.69 9.22 32.75 20.64 38.69
BiCL-RRT-euclid 1.25 15.89 12.69 34.46 24.54 50.67

CL-RRT-table 3.74 1.10 1.70 23.61 29.58 36.53
CL-RRT-dubins - 3.76 7.43 29.81 3.15 48.68
CL-RRT-euclid - 3.06 7.31 25.87 3.73 49.61

RRT-table 4.20 1.64 2.37 24.04 32.33 38.87
RRT-dubins 13.61 9.65 6.03 24.11 48.87 32.55
RRT-euclid 13.39 4.06 3.22 30.45 44.91 53.28

Table 5.4: The performance metrics of the planners obtained by repeatedly
solving the test cases. The best values are highlighted with bold text.
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Figure 5.4: The paths resulting from the planners when solving test track
scenario. The figures on the left shows the paths in Cartesian space, where the
blue lines shows the paths of the trailer rear axle center and the orange lines
illustrate the paths of the truck rear axle center. Additionally, the state of the truck
is plotted at five different points along each path. The figures on the right shows
the steering angle as a function of the arc length of the corresponding paths.
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Figure 5.5: Distributions of planning performance metrics of the three different
planners described in the thesis all using the table distance metrics for solving
the Swedish driver’s licence test scenario. The blue distributions represents the
RRT-planner using only the local planner, the orange ones the unidirectional CL-
RRT-planner and the green ones are the bidirectional CL-RRT-planners.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this thesis, it has been investigated whether it is possible to improve the
performance of the current motion planning methods for articulated vehicles
when planning paths in confined spaces. To achieve this, a new local planning
method for the 1-trailer system has been designed and a table-based heuristic
distance function has been constructed. A thorough evaluation of the
performance impact of using the steering methods and distance functions
presented in this thesis has been done. The results of this evaluation show that
the methods proposed in this thesis expand significantly less nodes than and
need about the same planning time when being inefficiently implemented as the
current state-of-the-art when solving planning problems with narrow parking
spots. Additionally, it can be concluded that using even relatively low resolution
heuristic tables results in significantly better performance than what is obtained
by using other heuristic distance functions in an RRT-planner for truck-trailer
systems.

6.1 Future Work

An important piece of work left out in this thesis is to extend the methods
described to the general 1-trailer system, making them applicable to a
considerably larger range of real-world vehicles. Performing this extension
would not be a major challenge; the closed loop steering only needs to be
changed slightly as the controller used was initially designed for the general
1-trailer system [30] and the local planner could also be extended due to the
differential flatness of the general 1-trailer system [31]. A complicating aspect of
extending the local planner is that the flat point of the general 1-trailer system is
no longer given by a closed form expression but rather by an elliptic integral
[31], which has to be efficiently computed to preserve the speed of the algorithm.

58
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Another aspect that can be improved is to make the method provide optimal
paths. The current method returns the first path found, resulting in clearly
suboptimal paths as is evident from the paths shown in the evaluation chapter.
Apart from heuristic smoothing techniques such as connecting the points where
the direction of motion changes using the local planner to avoid unnecessary
direction changes, one can use the optimization technique described by Holmer
[12] to optimize the path after planning. Another possibility is to use the
asymptotically optimal RRT* algorithm [13] which can be used due to the
availability of an exact steering method in the form of the local planner. This
allows for using any remaining computational time after a path has been found
to improve the path.

One could also further investigate whether it is possible to systematically
identify straight, narrow passages and parking spots where the desired path is
practically determined by the obstacles. This would save a lot of computational
time as RRT-based planners require a disproportionate amount of samples to
find a reasonably straight path through such passages, which could have been
added in a pre-processing step given a list of such passages in the scene.
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